Good Afternoon!
I hope that everyone is staying safe and healthy! Our Core Germ Guards have been custom designed
for McDonald’s exclusively. Over the weekend we tried these out at a few McDonald’s locations and
they fit seamlessly. *As this is an urgent product, we will continue to use feedback to tweak
guards and opening sizes. I would like to thank Ted Lyons for allowing us to try these in his stores as
well as giving us feedback to help us adjust these to fit your stores. These are available now and the
shipping time is about 2-3 days.
Our online ordering system is up and running! Please visit our new website at https://core.green/
where you can see product descriptions, photos, as well as our online ordering system. If you would
prefer to fill out an order sheet instead of order online, please let me know and I will send one over to
you.
Protect Your Dining Room
Front Register Guard
These have been designed to adhere right to the counter. These will fit for eotf POS counter as well as
the regular counters. These are 40” high by 24” wide with 16” wide side barrier wings on both sides to
prevent exposure.
ToGo/ Pickup Counter Guard
These have been designed to adhere right to the counter. These measure 36” wide and 40” tall with a
slot at the bottom large enough to fit a tray with food and a large drink.

Protect Your Drive Thru
Drive Thru Window Guard- Payment Window
These are easily self-installed. The DriveThru Guard will stick to the outside of the window with a
double sided adhesive (included). These will measure 38” high and 24” wide. There will be a 10”x15”
opening at the bottom for payment transactions

Drive Thru Window Guard - Pick up Window
The DriveThru Guard will stick to the outside of the window with a double sided adhesive (included).
These will measure 38” high and 24” wide. There will be a 16”x16” opening large enough to fit a drink
carrier with large drinks and To go bags.

Core Image Solutions is a small, woman owned business and like other businesses has been heavily
impacted by the current pandemic. We would like to thank you for supporting our efforts in protecting
your employees from COVID - 19 and choosing our business to deliver effective, custom, and
aesthetically pleasing solutions for your operations. Our goal is to continue to service our clients
during this difficult time, and we will continue to shift our focus to develop solutions for your business
as they arise.
If you have any questions, please feel free to text, call, or email me.
Thanks Again,

HOLLY MADDOCK
McDonald's
Brand Champion
Core Image Solutions Core
Coatings
678.725.8637 cell

